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Average angular momentum in compound nucleus reactions
deduced from isomer ratio measurements

O. A. Capurro, D. E. DiGregorio, S. Gil, D. Abriola, M. di Tada, J. O. Ferna´ndez Niello, A. O. Macchiavelli,*
G. V. Martı́, A. J. Pacheco, J. E. Testoni, D. Tomasi, and I. Urteaga

Laboratorio TANDAR, Departamento de Fı´sica, Comisio´n Nacional de Energı´a Atómica, Av. del Libertador 8250,
1429 Buenos Aires, Argentina

~Received 7 August 1996!

We have measured the ratio of the yields for the metastable and ground states of119Te produced in the
fusion-evaporation reactions110Pd(12C,3n) and 115In(7Li,3n) by off-line observation of delayedg-ray emis-
sion. The absolute cross sections for the formation of the metastable (Jp 5 11/22, T1/2 5 4.68 d! and ground
(Jp 5 1/21, T1/2 5 16.05 h! states were determined at energies close to the Coulomb barrier for both systems.
We have deduced the average angular momentum from these isomer ratio measurements through statistical
model calculations. The deduced mean angular momentum agrees quite well with those calculated by a simple
fusion model. The expected constant value of the average total angular momentum at subbarrier energies was
confirmed for the12C1110Pd system. The predicted variation of the mean orbital angular momentum with the
reduced mass of the entrance channel was also verified.@S0556-2813~97!04302-1#

PACS number~s!: 25.70.Jj, 25.70.Gh
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fusion cross sections can be described in terms
partial wave expansion. The total fusion cross section is p
portional to the zeroth moment of the compound nucle
spin distribution and the average angular momentum is
first moment. At energies near and above the Coulomb
rier, the average angular momentum decreases as the
barding energy is lowered. Well below the Coulomb barri
however, it is expected that the shape of angular momen
distribution leading to fusion does not change as a func
of energy@1#. In particular, this prediction implies a satur
tion of the average angular momentum at sub-barrier e
gies. In this work, we have investigated these predicti
through the study of the12C1 110Pd and7Li1 115In systems.

Various experimental techniques have been applied to
measurement of the first moment of the compound nuc
spin distribution: theg-ray multiplicities ~average@2–7# or
distribution @8–12#!, the population of levels belonging t
the ground-state rotational band@13#, the yields of evapora-
tion residues produced after neutron emission@14,15# and the
isomer ratios@16–18#. All these methods have been wide
discussed and analyzed in recent articles~@19,20#, and refer-
ences therein!.

Among these experimental probes, we have chosen
isomer-ratio technique which consists in measuring the r
of the cross section for the population of a high spin isome
state to that of a low spin ground state, to obtain the aver
angular momentum in the entrance channel. This method
been applied with great success for the isomeric pair
137Ce @16–18#. The 12C1 110Pd and7Li1 115In systems lead
to the compound nucleus122Te, which, after evaporating
three neutrons and emittingg rays, populates two isomeri

*Permanent address: Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berke
California 94720.
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states in 119Te. A partial decay scheme for the isomer
(Jp 5 11/22, T1/2 5 4.68 d! and ground (Jp 5 1/21, T1/2
5 16.05 h! states in119Te is shown in Fig. 1. The measure
3n evaporation channel is the dominant decay mode for
sion of 12C1 110Pd at bombarding energies close and bel
the Coulomb barrier, while for fusion of7Li1 115In the same
channel is dominant at energies close and above the ba
These systems have been studied at bombarding ene
that produce the compound nucleus122Te at the same exci
tation energies.

The relationship between the measured isomer ratios
the average angular momenta in the compound nucleus
performed through a statistical model calculation. The infl
ence of the most relevant input parameters used in the
responding code on the relative populations of both isom
states was analyzed.

y, FIG. 1. A partial level scheme of119Te showing only the most
intense decay paths of the metastable and ground states.
766 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 767AVERAGE ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN COMPOUND . . .
The analysis of the data presented in this paper is an
tension of a study of the experimental results published p
viously @21#. In Sec. II, the experimental procedure is brie
described and the results of the data analysis correspon
to both systems are reported. The comparison between
experimental results and model predictions is given in S
III. The theoretical models used in the calculations are
scribed succinctly in the same section. In Sec. IV we disc
the relation between the isomer ratio and the average ang
momentum and a method is proposed to deduce the l
from the former in12C1 110Pd and7Li1 115In. This proce-
dure is applied to obtain the first moment of the spin dis
bution in both systems. The deduced values of the ave
angular momentum are presented and compared with t
retical predictions in Sec. V. Finally, in Sec. VI we summ
rize this work and give our conclusions.

II. THE EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS

The experiments were carried out with beams of12C and
7Li ions provided by the 20-UD tandem accelerator at
TANDAR Laboratory in Buenos Aires. Beams of12C with
laboratory energies from 36.5 to 54.0 MeV were used
bombard enriched palladium targets~96.98% 110Pd, 2.35%
108Pd!. During the bombardments of110Pd targets, alu-
minium catcher foils with thicknesses of 0.65–0.95 m
cm2 were located behind the target to collect the evapora
residues. Bombarding energies of the7Li beams ranged from
20.4 to 37.1 MeV. Targets of115In were prepared by the
evaporation of natural indium~95.7% 115In, 4.3% 113In!
onto aluminium foils of 0.9 mg/cm2 thickness. These alu
minium backing foils act as catcher foils. In both cases,
target thicknesses varied between 150mg/cm2 and 250
mg/cm2. Following bombardments the catcher foils were
moved from the scattering chamber and placed in front o
high-purity germanium detector for off-line counting of th
g rays emitted by the different isotopes produced in the
dioactive decay of the evaporation residues.

Theg-ray energy spectra were accumulated and recor
automatically at various time intervals during several hou
The energy resolution of theg-ray detector was 2.0 keV@full
width at half maximum~FWHM!# at 1332.5 keV and the
total efficiency of the detector was; 2% at 500 keV. During
the bombardments, two silicon surface-barrier detectors w
placed at6 30° to the beam for monitoring the elastic sca
tering of the beam particles by the target nuclei. The pro
of the beam current was recorded by multiscaling in 1-m
intervals. The irradiation times varied between 2 and 10
Further details about this experimental procedure are
scribed in a recent publication@21#.

The presence of119Te was observed through the 1212
keV (I g 5 66.7%) and 644.07 keV (I g 5 84.5%) transitions
corresponding to the decay of the metastable and gro
states of the nucleus, respectively. The absoluteg-ray inten-
sities were taken from Ref.@22#. Figure 2 shows a photon
spectrum associated with the fusion reaction for12C1
108,110Pd atElab 5 41.0 MeV. Figure 3 shows an off-line
spectrum for7Li1 113,115In at a bombarding energy ofElab
5 27.5 MeV. The differentg-ray peaks come from the deca
of evaporation and transfer residues.

The production rate of each isomeric state of119Te was
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determined from the peak area of the correspondingg ray, its
absolute intensity, the detector efficiency, and by extrapo
ing the decay curve at the end of the bombardment. Cor
tions were made to take into account the variation of
beam intensity during the bombardment and the finite len
of the counting interval. Then, an absolute measurement
the production rate of each isomeric state of119Te was ob-
tained by normalizing to Rutherford scattering. The isom
ratio was obtained dividing the absolute cross sections
responding to the formation of the high spin isomeric st
and the low spin ground state of119Te: R5s3n(m.s.)/
s3n(g.s.).

The various sources of error on the cross sections co
sponding to the formation of metastable and ground sta
were estimated as follows: absolute normalization based
Rutherford scattering, 6%;g-ray detector efficiency, 4% for
12C1 110Pd and 15% for7Li1 115In; peak areas,, 8% ~ex-
cept fors3n(m.s.) in

12C1 110Pd at the two lowest bombardin
energies!; and absoluteg-ray intensity,, 1%. The uncer-
tainty associated to the normalization is purely systema
The uncertainty corresponding to theg-ray detector effi-
ciency is partly random and partly systematic. The uncerta
ties in the absolute normalization based on Rutherford s

FIG. 2. Off-line energy spectrum obtained with a Ge detec
for 12C1108,110Pd at laboratory bombarding energy ofElab541.0
MeV showing the delayedg rays emitted from the radioactive res
dues.

FIG. 3. Off-line energy spectrum obtained with a Ge detec
for 7Li1113,115In at laboratory bombarding energy ofElab527.5
MeV showing the delayedg rays emitted from the radioactive res
dues.
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768 55O. A. CAPURROet al.
tering are cancelled when one calculates the isomer ra
Tables and figures only include statistical errors unless
erwise indicated. The center-of-mass bombarding ener
given in all tables correspond to the energy at the middle
the target. The beam energy was determined to an accu
of 1%.

The absolute cross sections for the formation of the m
stable and ground states of119Te for 12C1 110Pd and 7Li
1 115In are reported in Tables I and II, respectively. The
data are a complement of the experimental results repo
elsewhere@21#. A new irradiation was performed for th
12C1 110Pd system at the lowest energies to improve the
tistics corresponding to the119mTe formation. The absolute
cross sections for the formation of the metastable

TABLE I. Experimental 3n evaporation channel cross sectio
and isomer ratios for12C1110Pd. Uncertainties only include statis
tical errors.

119mTe 119gTe Isomer ratio
Ec.m. s3n(m.s.) s3n(g.s.) s3n(m.s.)/s3n(g.s.)

~MeV! ~mb! ~mb!

48.7 138.26 1.2 17.896 0.13 7.726 0.09
46.0 164.36 1.0 26.256 0.10 6.266 0.04
43.3 192.46 1.5 43.496 0.18 4.426 0.04
41.5 158.96 0.9 44.726 0.12 3.556 0.02
39.7 105.06 1.3 40.946 0.16 2.566 0.03
37.9 65.16 1.4 36.346 0.17 1.796 0.04
37.0 36.206 0.58 20.126 0.10 1.806 0.03
36.1 21.066 0.80 15.596 0.10 1.356 0.05
35.6 1.246 0.07
35.2 7.216 0.26 5.176 0.03 1.396 0.05
34.7 3.916 0.13 3.136 0.02 1.256 0.04
34.3 1.856 0.11 1.626 0.02 1.146 0.07
33.8 1.086 0.15 1.066 0.01 1.026 0.14
33.4 0.546 0.13 0.456 0.01 1.206 0.29
32.9 0.266 0.02

TABLE II. Experimental 3n evaporation channel cross sectio
and isomer ratios for7Li1115In. Uncertainties only include statis
tical errors.

119mTe 119gTe Isomer ratio
Ec.m. s3n(m.s.) s3n(g.s.) s3n(m.s.)/s3n(g.s.)

~MeV! ~mb! ~mb!

35.0 184.76 5.7 35.456 0.62 5.216 0.18
32.3 256.06 6.3 55.176 0.77 4.646 0.13
29.6 369.36 6.0 92.946 0.76 3.976 0.07
27.8 396.16 9.4 132.106 0.11 3.006 0.07
26.0 381.56 5.8 143.406 0.78 2.666 0.04
24.2 297.86 5.8 144.56 1.4 2.066 0.04
22.4 187.96 4.3 108.006 0.68 1.746 0.04
21.5 145.66 3.6 87.166 0.56 1.676 0.04
20.6 92.76 3.4 63.156 0.50 1.476 0.06
20.1 65.26 2.8 47.196 0.47 1.386 0.06
19.7 37.46 2.9 34.726 0.45 1.086 0.08
19.2 32.36 1.9 23.726 0.27 1.366 0.08
s.
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ground states of119Te for 12C1 110Pd atEc.m.535.6 MeV
cannot be obtained due to normalization problems. In ad
tion, the poor statistics of the 1212.7 keV transition cor
sponding to119mTe for the same reaction at the lowest bom
barding energy has not allowed us to get a reliable value
the associated cross section. Figures 4 and 5 show the
perimental excitation functions for the 3n evaporation chan-
nel (s3n(m.s.)1s3n(g.s.), full squares on the left axis! and the
corresponding isomer ratios (s3n(m.s.)/s3n(g.s.), full circles
on the right axis! in both systems. As can be seen in the
figures, the experimental isomer ratio decreases rapidly
the bombarding energy decreases down to the vicinity of
Coulomb barrier. In this energy region, there is a cle
change in the slope for the12C1 110Pd system and the isome

FIG. 4. Experimental 3n evaporation channel cross sections~left
ordinate! and their associated isomer ratios~right ordinate! for
12C1110Pd. The solid line is an estimate of the fusion cross sect
and the dashed curves are the predictions of statistical model
these calculations are described in the text.

FIG. 5. Experimental 3n evaporation channel cross sections~left
ordinate! and their associated isomer ratios~right ordinate! for
7Li1115In. The solid line is an estimate of the fusion cross sect
and the dashed curves are the predictions of statistical model
these calculations are described in the text.
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55 769AVERAGE ANGULAR MOMENTUM IN COMPOUND . . .
ratio becomes essentially independent of energy~see Fig. 4!.
Although less pronounced, a gradual change in the slop
also observed for the7Li1 115In system~see Fig. 5!.

III. COMPARISON WITH THEORETICAL MODELS

In order to compare the theory and the experiment,
must be able to obtain the fusion cross section and the
distribution for the compound nucleus122Te from the 3n
evaporation channel cross section and the isomer ratio
119Te. This is done by means of a statistical-decay mo
which, for a given excitation energy and angular moment
of the compound nucleus gives the probability of ea
evaporation channel and the relative population of the
meric states. The fusion cross sections and the initial s
distributions in the compound nucleus needed as input in
statistical model calculations were obtained from a sim
coupled-channel model for fusion.

A. Fusion model

The first step of the calculations was performed usin
modified version of the codeCCDEF @23# which follows the
coupled-channel approach of Dasso and Landowne@1#. In
this simplified coupled-channel model, the transmission
efficient for a partial wavel at the center-of-mass bombar
ing energyE is given by

Tl
CCDEF5(

i

pi
11exp$@Vb1 l ~ l11!\2/2mRb

21l i2E#/e%
,

~3.1!

wheree is the curvature of the potential in the Hill-Wheel
approximation,pi andl i are the relative flux and the barrie
shift for the coupled channeli . The corresponding spin dis
tribution @s l5p/k2(2l11)Tl# follows different behavior
above and below the Coulomb barrier. At energies above
barrier, s l has a triangular shape and the average ang
momentum,̂ l &, is given by

^ l &5
2

3
A2mRb

2~E2Vb!/\
2. ~3.2!

At energies well below the Coulomb barrier, the shape of
l distribution turns bell-like and the corresponding^ l & does
not change with the energy:

^ l &5
4

3
AmRb

2e/\2. ~3.3!

The distributions of the compound-nucleus angular mom
tum were obtained including the coupling to the inelas
excitation of the target for the12C1 110Pd system and the
coupling to the inelastic excitation of the target and to
transfer channels for the7Li1 115In system~see Ref.@21#!.

B. Evaporation model

The statistical model calculations were done with t
computer codePACE @24#. This Hauser-Feshbach compoun
nucleus decay code was chosen because it allows on
incorporate explicitly the low-lying levels of the residu
nucleus, in particular the metastable and the ground sta
is
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Thus,PACEperforms a careful analysis of the last steps of
g-ray deexcitation down to the metastable and ground st
of the residual nucleus. Individual discrete states of119Te
below 2.3 MeV excitation energy were included as inp
parameters of the code. This information was obtained fr
studies of the radioactive decay of119I and in the 117Sn
(a,2n), 120Te(d,t), 120Te(3He,a) reactions@25#. Figure 6
shows the last steps of theg-ray deexcitation for some
events corresponding to the 3n evaporation channel in the
excitation-energy–angular-momentum plane. The dot
lines indicate different events that finally populate the me
stable state. While the dashed lines correspond to ev
whose disintegration paths finish in the ground state. T
discrete levels below 2.3 MeV excitation energy~horizontal
bar! are also shown in this figure. The level density form
ism of Gilbert and Cameron@26# was employed above 2.3
MeV excitation energy with a level density parameter
a5A/9.5 MeV21. The reducedg transitions of 0.000 1,
0.01, 9, and 1.2 Weisskopf units~W.u.! for the E1, M1,
E2, andM2 transitions, respectively, were used in the d
scription of theg competition. Theg strengths and the leve
density parameter used in this work are sligthly differe
from those adopted in Ref.@21#. However, the relativexn
yields are quite insensitive to these changes. Penetrabil
for particle emission were determined using the opti
model potentials of Refs.@27,28#.

As was remarked in Ref.@18#, the moment of inertia
which defines the yrast line is a very sensitive parameter
influences both the relativexn yields and the isomer ratios
Below 2.3 MeV excitation energy, the yrast line defined
the known states with the lowest excitation energy for ea
spin up toJ5 23/2\ was used to perform the statistical ca
culations. Due to the lack of discrete spectroscopy inform
tion above 2.3 MeV and for higher spins, we have used
rotational energies calculated by Gilbert and Cameron@26#.
We found the experimental results~both the relativexn
yields and the isomer ratios! to be in very good agreemen
with the model expectations. We also explored the con

FIG. 6. Typicalg-ray deexcitation paths for some events of t
3n evaporation channel in theE* -J plane. Generally, the evapora
tion residues with high~low! angular momentum will populate th
isomeric state of highest~lowest! spin. The horizontal bars are th
known high- and low-spin levels below 2.3 MeV excitation ener
of 119Te used to perform the statistical model calculations.
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770 55O. A. CAPURROet al.
quences on the population of the metastable and gro
states by compelling the residual nucleus to follow ag-ray
deexcitation in accordance with the spectroscopic studie
119Te @25#. In other words, with the codePACEwe followed
each cascade down to the point where a known level of
residual nucleus is reached. Then, the followingg-ray deex-
citation steps were carried out obeying the adoptedg-ray
transition strenghs taken from Ref.@25#. Practically, no dif-
ferences were found between this calculation and that
formed completely byPACE.

C. Comparison with experiment

Figures 4 and 5 display the experimental 3n cross sections
~left ordinate! and isomer ratios~right ordinate! compared
with the predictions of the models described above. T
solid curve is a calculation of the total fusion excitation fun
tion obtained with the simplified coupled-channel co
CCDEF. The dashed curves represent the predicted 3n channel
cross section~left ordinate! and isomer ratios~right ordinate!
obtained by combining the above mentioned fusion mo
with the statistical modelPACE. As can be seen, the result o
the calculations for the isomer ratios is quite good all o
the energy region for the12C1 110Pd system~Fig. 4!. Fur-
thermore, the agreement obtained is good even when
3n channel is not the dominant decay mode for fusion eva
ration. Instead, the predicted isomer ratios are slightly hig
than our data for the7Li1 115In system~Fig. 5!. It must be
noted that the error bars of the experimental isomer ra
plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 only include pure statistical unc
tainties. As was mentioned in Sec. II, the error on t
g-ray detector efficiency was 15% for the measurement
the 7Li1 115In system. Therefore, the discrepancies obser
between calculated and measured isomer ratios migh
originated in this uncertainty. Nevertheless, the behavio
the experimental isomer ratio with the bombarding ene
follows the expected variation according toCCDEFandPACE.

D. Evolution of the spin distribution with the energy

To illustrate the predicted evolution of the spin distrib
tions~of the compound nucleus, 3n evaporation channel, an
its two components: ground and metastable states! with the
energy, we plotted them in Fig. 7 for the12C1 110Pd system
at three bombarding energies. The angular momentum di
butions of the compound nucleus were estimated byCCDEF

for the coupling case~solid lines!. With this l distribution
~equal toJ distribution since intrinsic spins of the reactan
are zero for this system!, the codePACE gives the relative
yields corresponding to the 3n evaporation channel~dashed
curves! and the formation of the metastable and grou
states~dotted curves!. The relative yields corresponding t
Ec.m.541.5 MeV, 36.1 MeV, and 33.8 MeV are 69, 87, an
81% of the total fusion cross section, respectively. The ini
spin distribution has approximately a triangular shape for
highest of these three energies. However, the shape bec
bell-like at subbarrier energies. In addition to this feature,
angular momentum distribution does not shift to lowerJ
values, and therefore, the mean spin saturates below the
lomb barrier. As can be seen in Fig. 7 at the two low
energies, this is intimately related to the fact that t
nd
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ratio between the yield of the metastable state and the gro
state remains constant below a certain bombarding ener

IV. AVERAGE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
AND ISOMER RATIO

As was pointed out by DiGregorioet al. @18#, it would be
interesting to derive the average value of the initial spin d
tribution of the compound nucleus, a relevant characteri
quantity of the fusion-evaporation reaction, from measu
isomer ratios without reference to a particular shape of
distribution. In this way a fusion model may be avoide
being only necessary to perform a statistical-decay mo
calculation. We will outline a procedure that allows such
derivation.

Denoting bys1, s2 the intrinsic spins of target and pro
jectile andl the orbital angular momentum, the cross sect
for the formation of the compound nucleus with total angu
momentumJW 5 lW1SW , beingSW 5 s1W1s2W , can be written as

sJ5
p

k2
2J1 1

~2s11 1!~2s21 1! (
l5uJ2Su

J1S

(
S5us12s2u

s11s2

TlSJ ,

~4.1!

wherek is the wave number associated to the center-of-m
bombarding energy. We assume that the transmission c
ficient, Tl , does not depend onS or J, and have a Ferm
function shape,

Tl5
1

11exp@~ l2 l 0!/D l #
. ~4.2!

We varied the parametersl 0 andD l to obtain a wide family
of distributions with different shapes that went from bell-lik
shapes for smalll 0 and largeD l to triangular shapes for larg
l 0 and smallD l . The only constraint in these calculation

FIG. 7. Predicted angular momentum distributions at three bo
barding energies for12C1110Pd. The compound nucleusJ distribu-
tions~solid lines! were estimated from a simplified coupled-chann
calculations. Using theseJ distributions, a statistical model calcu
lations give the 3n channelJ distributions~dashed curves! and their
two components metastable and ground states~dotted curves!.
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was the highest partial wavelmax. This lmax value is ex-
tracted from any appropriate fusion model. However, it c
be remarked that an exact knowledge of thelmax value is not
crucial for our calculations. The value of the mean angu
momentum of the compound nucleus was evaluated as

^J&5
(JJsJ

(JsJ
~4.3!

and, in our case, the isomer ratio was calculated as

R5
s3n~m.s.!

s3n~g.s.!
5

(JYJ,3n~m.s.!sJ

(JYJ,3n~g.s.!sJ
, ~4.4!

whereYJ,3n(m.s.) (YJ,3n(g.s.)) is the relative yield of the meta
stable state~ground state! of 119Te for the compound nucleu
122Te at fixed excitation energy and total angular mom
tum. These relative yields are assumed to be valid for
entrance channel that leads to the same compound nuc
that is, we have adopted the independence hypothesis fo
decay of a compound nucleus. They are obtained thro
statistical model calculations with the input parameters
scribed previously. The knowledge of these relative yie
allow us to determineR for any initial spin distribution with-
out an explicit statistical calculation for each one of them

A. Correlation between ŠJ‹ and R

Just to illustrate this method, Fig. 8 shows the results
the calculations corresponding to the7Li1 115In system~the
ground state spins of these nuclei are 3/2\ and 9/2\, respec-
tively! at Ec.m.524.2 MeV. The wide family of spin distri-
butions were obtained varyingl 0 from 1\ to 22\ in steps of
0.5\, andD l from 0.1\ to 3\ in steps of 0.1\. The correla-
tion between^ l & (^J&) andR is shown in the figure with
open squares~circles!. The lmax value of 23\ was used as

FIG. 8. Relation between the isomer ratio and the mean ang
momentum for7Li1115In ~open squares for̂l & and open circles for
^J&). This was performed through statistical model calculations
ing a Fermi function for the shape of the transmission coefficie
The family of these spin distributions goes from bell-like sha
~small l 0 and largeD l ) to triangular shape~large l 0 and small
D l ).
n

r

-
y
us,
the
h
-
s

f

suggested by aCCDEF calculation. Because botĥl & ~or
^J&) andR are independent ofs fus5(JsJ , we took the same
arbitrary area for all the distributions. It must be noted th
the intrinsic spins of both participant nuclei in this syste
are not equal to zero. At bombarding energies well above
Coulomb barrier, the effect of coupling the orbital angu
momentum to the intrinsic spins of the reactants diminis
because of the high orbital angular momenta involved.
stead, the influence of this coupling is clearly important
near-barrier energies where the spin distributions are c
posed only by low orbital angular momenta. Although Fig
corresponds to a single energy, the effect of such coup
can be inferred from the average angular momentum (^ l &
and^J&) at high isomer ratios~high energies! and low isomer
ratios ~low energies!. In summary, the correlation betwee
the isomer ratio and the average angular momentum of
compound nucleus is almost single-valued. Therefore,
can deduce the mean value of the initial spin distribut
measuring the isomer ratio of the dominant decay mode
fusion-evaporation even though the shape of the aforem
tioned distribution remains unknown.

B. Family of spin distributions for a given R

Now that a clear relation between the isomer ratio and
mean angular momentum of the compound nucleus has b
demonstrated, we are ready to look at the quite restric
family of spin distributions that is compatible with a range
isomer-ratio values given by a certainR value and its corre-
sponding error. Eight spin distributions of different sha
were obtained from our calculations assumingR53.060.3,
and l 0 varying from 1\ to 22\ in steps of 1\ andD l from
0.2\ to 3.0\ in steps of 0.2\. The isomer ratio value of 3.0
corresponds to the calculation performed withPACE for an
initial spin distribution obtained fromCCDEF(^ l &58.4\ and
^J&59.7\). The percentual error in the isomer ratio was a
sumed to be 10%. The uncertainty in the deduced mean
gular momentum will increase as the error in the isomer-ra
value is large. The value of the fusion cross section has
influence in the deduced average angular momentum a
has been pointed out in the previous paragraph. The e
spin distributions are plotted in Fig. 9~a! and their character-
istic parameters reported in Table III. One can observe h
l distributions of dissimilar shapes but comparable^ l &
(^J&) lead to the sameR. The effect of coupling the orbita
angular momentum to the intrinsic spins of the reactant
illustrated in Fig. 9~b! where the observed differences in th
shape of these eightl distributions are almost removed.

V. DEDUCED AND CALCULATED ŠJ‹

We deduced the mean total angular momentum for b
systems using the procedure described in the previous
tion. The total error in the isomer ratio was estimated su
ming in quadrature the statistical uncertainties and the co
sponding error of theg-ray detector efficiency. Therefore
the deduced̂ J& has an uncertainty coming from the tot
error in the experimental isomer ratio. The results are lis
in Tables IV and V, and plotted in Figs. 10 and 11~open
circles, left ordinate!. One can observe how the variations
the deduced̂J& with the bombarding energy are accomp
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nied by similar changes in the experimentalR ~solid circles,
right ordinate! in both systems.

Our results were compared with fusion model calculatio
~CCDEF!. The predictions are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. T
solid curves are the result of simplified coupled-channel c
culations with coupling to the inelastic excitation of targ
~in both systems! and to the transfer channels~in 7Li
1 115In!. The dashed curves correspond to the isomer-r
values obtained through statistical model calculations~PACE!
using the spin distribution resulting fromCCDEF for the cou-
pling case. As can be seen in Fig. 10, the agreement achi
between the deduced and calculated mean angular mo
tum by CCDEF is quite good in the overall energy range f
the 12C1 110Pd system. Concerning the7Li1 115In system,
the deduced values for the average total angular momen
are smaller than the fusion model predictions, as can be
in Fig. 11. This is a natural consequence of our low exp
mental isomer ratios compared with the expectations in
system.

FIG. 9. ~a! Family of l distributions corresponding to a ficticiou
value for the isomer ratio and its error. Several spin distributions
different shape were obtained varyingl 0 and D l at Ec.m. 5 24.2
MeV ~see the text for details of the calculations!. ~b! The conse-
quence due to the coupling between the orbital angular momen
and the intrinsic spins of the reactants is illustrated.

TABLE III. Different Fermi function spin distributions that pro
duce almost the same average angular momentum for a given
mer ratio.

l 0 D l ^ l & ^J& R
(\) (\) (\) (\)

12 0.8 8.1 9.4 2.72
12 1.0 8.2 9.5 2.75
12 1.2 8.3 9.6 2.79
13 0.2 8.5 9.8 3.00
13 0.4 8.6 9.8 3.01
13 0.6 8.6 9.9 3.03
13 0.8 8.7 10.0 3.05
13 1.0 8.8 10.1 3.07
s
e
l-
t

io

ed
en-

m
en
i-
is

The highest yield of the 3n evaporation channel occur
near the Coulomb barrier for both systems. Therefore,
can get some relevant information about spin distribution
subbarrier energies where this channel is predominant o
the others. Thus, the constancy of^ l & (^J&) at subbarrier
energies predicted in Ref.@1# is verified unambiguously for
12C1 110Pd by observing the deduced average total ang
momentum in this energy region~see Fig. 10!. For 7Li
1 115In the saturation of̂J& has not been clearly reached
the lowest energies studied in this work~see Fig. 11!. How-
ever, one can see that the deduced^J& values at these ener
gies are similar when compared with the deduced limit
value in the other system. This is explained in terms of
coupling between the orbital angular momentum and the
nificant intrinsic spins of the projectile7Li (3/2\) and the
target 115In (9/2\). The consequence of such coupling is
shift the total spin distribution towards largeJ values. The

f

m

o-

TABLE IV. Deduced and calculated̂J& for 12C1110Pd. Uncer-
tainties in the values of̂J& ~deduced! come from statistical and
systematic errors in the isomer ratios.

Ec.m. ^J& ~deduced! ^J&~CCDEF! Difference
~MeV! (\) (\) (%)

48.7 17.66 1.7 16.1 9.3
46.0 14.36 0.5 14.2 0.7
43.3 11.86 0.5 12.0 -1.7
41.5 10.86 0.2 10.4 3.8
39.7 8.96 0.3 8.9 0.0
37.9 7.56 0.3 7.3 2.7
37.0 7.36 0.2 6.6 10.1
36.1 6.36 0.3 6.1 3.3
35.6 6.16 0.3 5.9 3.4
35.2 6.46 0.2 5.8 10.3
34.7 6.06 0.2 5.7 -5.3
34.3 5.76 0.3 5.7 0.0
33.8 5.46 0.5 5.7 -5.3
33.4 5.76 0.8 5.7 0.0

TABLE V. Deduced and calculated̂J& for 7Li1115In. Uncer-
tainties in the values of̂J&~deduced! come from statistical and
systematic errors in the isomer ratios.

Ec.m. ^J& ~deduced! ^J&~CCDEF! Difference
~MeV! (\) (\) (%)

35.0 12.96 1.4 14.1 -8.5
32.3 11.96 1.1 13.0 -8.5
29.6 11.36 1.2 11.9 -5.0
27.8 9.76 1.0 11.1 -12.6
26.0 9.26 1.0 10.4 -11.5
24.2 8.16 1.0 9.7 -19.8
22.4 7.36 0.8 8.7 -16.1
21.5 7.16 0.8 8.1 -12.3
20.6 6.66 0.7 7.4 -10.8
20.1 6.46 0.8 7.2 -11.1
19.7 5.56 0.7 6.9 -20.3
19.2 6.36 0.7 6.6 -4.5
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expected variation of̂ l & with the reduced mass of the en
trance channel at energies well above and below the C
lomb barrier @Eqs. ~3.2! and ~3.3!, respectively# was also
tested for these systems. We show in Fig. 12 the corresp
ing deduced̂ l & as a function ofEc.m.–Vb . Our results ratify
the predictions of simplified coupled-channel calculatio
about the behavior of the average orbital angular momen
with the reduced mass of the entrance channel at higher

FIG. 10. Experimental isomer ratio~right ordinate! and deduced
average angular momentum~left ordinate! for 12C1110Pd. The total
angular momentum is given by the orbital angular momentum
cause the intrinsic spins of the nuclei involved in this system
zero. The full line corresponds to the mean value of thel distribu-
tions estimated byCCDEF. The expected isomer ratio~dashed curve!
is obtained from the evaporation codePACEemploying such angula
momentum distribution.

FIG. 11. Experimental isomer ratio~right ordinate! and deduced
average angular momentum~left ordinate! for 7Li1115In. The l
distribution estimated by the codeCCDEF is converted to aJ distri-
bution attending the intrinsic spins of the participant nuclei. The
line corresponds to the mean value of these calculatedJ distribu-
tions. The expected isomer ratio~dashed curve! is obtained from the
evaporation codePACE employing such a total angular momentu
distribution.
u-

d-

s
m
n-

ergies. The constancy of̂l & for 7Li1 115In at the lowest
bombarding energies studied is not attained.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, we have measured the population
two isomeric states of119Te produced by fusion evaporatio
in the asymmetric systems12C1 110Pd and7Li1 115In. The
ratio between the yields for the metastable (Jp511/22,
T1/254.68 d! and ground (Jp51/21, T1/2516.05 h! states
was obtained at sub- and near-barrier energies for the
system and at near- and above-barrier energies for the se
system. The detection and identification of the correspond
evaporation residues was made through off-line observa
of delayedg-ray emission.

We have deduced average angular momenta of the c
pound nucleus from isomer ratio measurements with the
of a statistical model calculations. The agreement achie
between the values of the deduced mean angular momen
and those calculated by a fusion model is quite good
12C1 110Pd and rather suitable for7Li1 115In. The predicted
saturation of total spin distribution at subbarrier energies
clearly corroborated for the former system. The expec
variation of the average orbital angular momentum with
reduced mass of the entrance channel was also confirme
energies above and below the Coulomb barrier.

To perform our calculations we have assumed the sim
Fermi function for the shape of the transmission coefficie
Thus, one can obtain a family of spin distributions who
l 0 andD l satisfies the constraints imposed by thes fus and
lmax values. The spin distributions thus obtained are gen
ally different to those estimated byCCDEF. However, the
deduced mean angular momentum for both systems is alm
independent of the spin distribution shape. The only requ
ment of this technique is to achieve a reasonable fit to
experimental isomer ratio.

Although this experimental method is limited in the num
ber of systems which are practical for study, the pres

-
e

l

FIG. 12. The deduced average orbital angular momentum
both systems as a function of the difference between the cente
mass bombarding energy and the Coulomb barrier energy. The
circles ~squares! are the deduced̂l & for 12C1110Pd (7Li1115In!.
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work and that corresponding to the isomeric pair of137Ce
@16,18# demonstrate clearly that the isomer ratio techniqu
a powerful means to determine the average angular mom
tum of the compound nucleus.
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